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DJ KIKE RIVERO - Biography

Kike Rivero was born in 1975, in the
heart of La Mancha.

From his childhood, and had the
rhythm inside. Struck his fancy
everything about music and that made
him different from other children his
age.
In 1992 he had his first opportunity
and not waste it at all because I became one of the most prominent DJs
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of the whole area for their perseverance and musical taste. From a young age,
such was his impact became signed by a group of animation with which he
toured half the country and having as cabin mates for 4 years Carlos Jean and
Jimmy (Chicago - USA).
These years of experience made him discover new sounds, but always with
his own style and within electronic music. The freshest sounds in the style
“HOUSE” are those who attract the most attention, with an identity sign...
much “GROOVE” !!
Is a versatile Dj and adapts to any musical style that requires each Club or
Festival. At their sessions will find: Deep House / House / Tech-house /
Nu Disco / Soulful / Chill
In 2011 he decided to fulfill one of his dreams by creating their promoter of
events called Kabaret Funk, with the sole intention of making some events,
bringing Dj’s friends and distributing them into small Clubs of his city. Finally
his dream was magic, and with that little push that was missing, giving the opportunity to perform and collaborate on big events like:
Matinée World Tour Ciudad Real - Tour 40 Main Castilla La Mancha 2012 2013
and 2014 - Maximum Spin FM Castilla La Mancha 2012 2013 and 2014 - BoraBora Ibiza 2013 - Estadio Santiago Bernabeu (Madrid) - New Garamond (Madrid) - VOG (Madrid ) - Joy Slava (Madrid) - Sala D’Time (Málaga) - Viñarock
2014 and etc ...
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In April 2014 he took out his first production called “Ibiza Best” with his great
mate KPD study (KPD works for labels like Defected - Pacha Recordings - Heavenly Bodies - etc.). Today are already 3 topics that has in the market and soon
will be released the 4th.
Currently, also works weekly with their music “live sets” on Radio Online
www.ibizafraileradio.com broadcasted for the whole world.
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More Infos:

www.secondsungroup.com

